72	Mining
final stage was the working of the ' lode '. In this lode
mining the first workings were no doubt shallow trenches
and confined to places where the ore lay close to the
surface; a somewhat greater depth was obtained by
4 shamelling', the trench being carried down in stages,
a ' shamell' or platform being left at each stage at the
height to which the miner could throw his ore ; finally
came the deep shaft with galleries. But here, as in all
mining, the question of drainage came in. Where the
workings were quite shallow the water could be baled
out with wooden bowls, or a 4 level', or deep ditch,
could be dug. For greater depths the adit, or drainage
gallery (see above, p. 53), was available, and although
Mr. Lewis 1 cannot find any record of the use of the
adit in tin mining before the seventeenth century, it
does not seern reasonable to doubt that it was in use
much earlier, especially as the tinners were employed
to make the avidods in the Devon mines in the thirteenth
century, as we have seen. Exactly when pumps and
other draining machines were introduced into the tin
mines is not clear, but probably they were little used
during our mediaeval period, when few of the mines
were of any great depth; 2 though as early as 1474
Thomas Nevyll had a tinwork in Cornwall, called ' the
myne of the Cleker ', in which his miners dug 12 fathoms
deep before they came to * the proper beame ' or
vein.3
The primitive miner, when he had got his ore with
1	Ibid., ii.
2	A case of a London goldsmith, making engines and instruments
to drain a deep mine near Truro occurs in first quarter of the six-
teenth century.   Early Chanc. Proc., 481, no. 46.
3	Coram Rege, 852, m. 37.

